Remote Guarding - Guard Tasks Executed Remotely

Traditional on-site guarding functions can now be performed remotely.
Efficient security programs become a success when intrusion systems, video cameras,
monitoring centers and on-site security officers work together as one integrated force.
Potential threats are detected by alarm systems or spotted by cameras. Operators in the
Security Operation Center will analyze and take corrective actions based on predefined
criteria. The existing security systems can also be used to perform typical guard tasks
remotely. Securitas continuously identifies areas where efficiency can be created by
increasing the security level and lowering resource demand.
Convenient
Remote Guarding managed by Securitas
provides state-of-the-art, innovative and cost
effective security where installation,
monitoring, warranty and maintenance are
provided by Securitas. Cutting edge camera
technology and software create real time
security that helps prevent incidents, optimize
security officers’ time and reduce costs.
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Efficient
Raising your security performance without
increasing the costs is possible when you
combine ever vigilant technology and
Remote Guarding Center Operators with
on-site security officers.

Cost Effective
Our Remote Guarding alternatives utilize the
market’s best technology. We work with open
platforms that allow the integration of already
existing equipment together with new
technology. Remote Guarding is a cost
effective answer to your security need.
Your benefits as a customer
- Efficient resource allocation
- Cost effective
- Human approach

Remote Guarding services
System Installation, Setup, Maintenance & Warranty
All required security system installation, configuration and maintenance is
conducted by qualified and experienced professionals who work closely with
clients to fine tune the security program. Upgrades, preventive maintenance and
fault repair are performed by a professional maintenance team. Securitas takes
care of all hardware replacement during the contract period in a security solution.
Alarm Verification & Response
Alarm Verification ensures the response in the shortest possible time when an
incident occurs. Cameras will scan the premises and automatically notify the
alarms to Securitas Operations Center for potential threats. The Remote
Guarding Operator will analyze the status and deliver an audible message to
deter the intruder, or send the response teams on-site.
Remote Patrol
By using the security cameras, the Remote Guarding Operator will inspect the
premises and critical assets, monitor any suspicious activity and help to assure
compliance in order to reduce total cost over time.
Remote Entry/Exit Management
This service provides access to employees or subcontractors who require to
enter your facility when nobody else is there. The operator can verify their
identity, confirm authorization for entry/exit, open and close from distance and
report any issue.
Remote Employee Escort
This service utilizes live video surveillance with audio notification to provide a
safe environment as employees arrive at and depart from the secure area. It will
also monitor visitors who have access to a building and follow their progress
throughout the building.
Remote Perimeter Protection
We customize intelligent video analytics for each unique location to automatically
recognize potential threats and alert Remote Guarding Operators the moment
there is suspicious activity even before there an intruder enters the site.

Advancing Security through New Technology
Securitas incorporates systems, people, and equipment into high-performing
security solutions
Securitas is a global knowledge leader in security. From a broad range of services of specialized guarding, technology
solutions and consulting and investigations, we customize offerings that are suited to the individual customer’s needs,
in order to deliver the most effective security solutions. Everywhere from small stores to airports, our 330,000
employees are making a difference.
For more information, please contact us at +65 6812 0755 or email info@securitas-singapore.com
Visit us at www.securitas-singapore.com; www.facebook.com/securitas.sg

